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Energy Dialogues Hosts Energy Innovators at North American
Gas Forum
WASHINGTON, Sept. 28, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- The premier energy event of the year, the North American Gas Forum (NAGF), returns
in 2021 as a live and hybrid event showcasing industry innovators and disruptors. The yearly event hosted by Energy Dialogues, LLC
brings together the leading energy experts to discuss pressing issues impacting the energy industry.

The North American Gas Forum (NAGF) is a yearly event hosted by Energy Dialogues, LLC, a networking facilitator for the global energy
sector, that brings together experts, innovators, and disruptors in the energy sector to discuss hot-button issues. Over the years, the
NAGF has established itself as the premier event for the natural gas industry, attracting the top thought leaders in the industry and
providing an opportunity to network, participate in roundtable discussions, get cutting-edge insights directly from those individuals leading
change in the energy market.

NAGF speaker and supporter, John Davies, said, "This is the place to have substantial discussions and meet the industry thought
leaders. Those who attend once, don't miss future events." Davies is the CEO and Chairman of Davies Public Affairs and an active player
in the natural gas sector.

The theme of this year's NAGF is "Natural Gas Redefined in the Age of Energy Transition" and looks to answer the overarching question:
Can natural gas deliver low-carbon solutions and universal energy access in a timely manner?

"We are keenly aware that the natural gas industry is facing a variety of challenges. However, we also believe wholeheartedly in the
resilience and importance of the industry. We created NAGF as an event to bring together industry innovators to continue the dialogue
needed to move the industry forward," said Monika Simoes, Founder & Managing Director at Energy Dialogues, LLC.

The 2021 NAGF speaker line up includes: 

Scott W. Tinker, Director, Bureau of Economic Geology, The University of Texas at Austin

Octávio M. C. Simões, President & CEO, Tellurian 

Jill Evanko, CEO and President, Chart Industries 

Matthew Picardi, Vice President of Regulatory Affairs, Shell Energy North America

Christopher Smith, Senior Vice President, Policy, Government, and Public Affairs, Cheniere 

John Davies, CEO & Chairman, Davies Public Affairs 

Amy Cradic, SVP and COO Non-Utility Businesses, Strategy and External Affairs, New Jersey Resources

James Mackey, Managing Director, Project Capital, OGCI Climate Investments

Pablo Koziner, President, Energy and Commercial, Nikola Motor Company

Jeff Hammad, Chief Commercial Officer, Golden Pass LNG

Greg Bertelsen, CEO, Climate Leadership Council 

Naomi Boness, Managing Director, Stanford Natural Gas Initiative

A full list of speakers is available here.

Other topics on the agenda for the 2021 NAGF include: Natural Gas and Its Role in Decarbonization, What Framework Needs to Be in
Place for a Carbon Price to Make the Desired Impact, Natural Gas and Washington DC – Certainty and Reliability of Decision to Enable
Infrastructure Investments, The Interplay of Natural Gas and a Future Hydrogen Economy, and more. Those interested in learning more
about what topics will be discussed during the forum can view the NAGF 2021 agenda.

The NAGF is being held in Washington D.C. at the Hilton Washington DC, National Mall from November 8th through the 10th. Registration
is still open but spots are limited due to facility capacity requirements. Attendees that cannot attend in person are encouraged to sign-up
for a virtual pass and all attendees will receive exclusive access post-event, on-demand to keynotes, workshops, panels, and more.
Those interested can view what past attendees have said about the NAGF event.

About NAGF: For over ten years, the North American Gas Forum has been bringing together top industry leaders from across the entire
value chain. The yearly forum promotes strategic networking, the formation of solutions and commercial opportunities.

About Energy Dialogues, LLC: Energy Dialogues, LLC is a top networking facilitator for the North American and global energy sectors
and is committed to stimulating forward progress within the energy industry.

Press Contact: 

Bena Leslie, Corporate Development Director

Energy Dialogues, LLC: https://energy-dialogues.com/

Email: b.leslie@energy-dialogues.com

Phone: +1 (352) 359-0321
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We need your help. The SpaceDaily news network continues to grow but revenues have never been harder to maintain.
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With the rise of Ad Blockers, and Facebook - our traditional revenue sources via quality network advertising continues to decline. And
unlike so many other news sites, we don't have a paywall - with those annoying usernames and passwords.

Our news coverage takes time and effort to publish 365 days a year.

If you find our news sites informative and useful then please consider becoming a regular supporter or for now make a one off
contribution.

SpaceDaily Contributor
$5 Billed Once

credit card or paypal

SpaceDaily Monthly Supporter
$5 Billed Monthly

paypal only

The content herein, unless otherwise known to be public domain, are Copyright 1995-2020 - Space Media Network. All websites are published in Australia and are solely subject to Australian law and governed by Fair Use principals for news reporting and research
purposes. AFP, UPI and IANS news wire stories are copyright Agence France-Presse, United Press International and Indo-Asia News Service. ESA news reports are copyright European Space Agency. All NASA sourced material is public domain. Additional copyrights may
apply in whole or part to other bona fide parties. Advertising does not imply endorsement, agreement or approval of any opinions, statements or information provided by Space Media Network on any Web page published or hosted by Space Media Network. Privacy
Statement
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